8o	THE FALL OF THE GERMAN REPUBLIC
particularly under the dilettante Buelow3 it became fashionable
and convenient for the government to possess a parliamentary
majority., and a curious unreal sort of parliamentarism came into
being which deceived many people, including not a few Germans.
To obtain a majority involved very delicate bargaining with the
party executives which decided party policy. An elaborate system
of mutual concessions was evolved whereby party policy was
enabled to score undoubted successes without the regime ever
being really affected. In such bargaining the democratic parties
were extremely active. With the Socialists,, of course,, bargaining
was pretty much out of the question; by the Right it was con-
ducted with obvious disdain as of a nobleman bargaining for the
sake of saving himself trouble with his butler. The Right knew
well that the government was in the last resort in their pocket,
that their control of Prussia was absolute and that any real con-
flict with any government could end finally only in one way. For
the Reichstag and parliamentarism the Right had nothing but
contempt, under which the parties writhed impotently but endured.
What had been produced as a result was an able set of politi-
cians, party chiefs and lobbyists who had never had any responsi-
bility nor ever really expected to have it. They had merely a well-
defined set of interests to look after; that done they could indulge
to their heart's delight the traditional German tendency to political
metaphysics. Nowhife was political speculation of every kind,
from the highest to the lowest, so indulged in as in Germany;
there was hardly a single politician one could meet, professional
or otherwise, who had not a complete "plan"—the Germans
thought in terms of planning long before Lenin did—for the
government of his country, beginning with the rearrangement of
the Great Powers and a new constitution down to the utilizing
of snowfields and beaches and the increase in the fat content of
margarine. Except for those who were actually members of the
administration, and these were only a very small proportion, none
of the political leaders in Germany had any real experience of
government; they had nearly all had supreme experience in nego-
tiation. When it is remembered also that nearly all of them had
in some commissioned or non-commissioned capacity actual

